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Abstract
The standard Black and Scholes formula for currency options assumes constant in-
terest rates. This thesis demonstrates how to generalize the approach to incorporate
varying interest rates, using a stochastic method suggested by Grabbe.
In particular, we discretize the equations by using the explicit finite difference
method, in order to obtain a decision tree similar to the well known binary lattice.
We then implement this tree on computer and obtain a program determining dif-
ferent call option prices, given the boundary conditions. The results are then saved
in files and plotted, so that one will be able to verify the coherence of the model and
compare these results with the constant interest rate case.
Finally we reverse the problem and deduce the value of a parameter (specially the
exchange rate volatility) from the call price real value.
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1 Theory
1.1 Introduction
Let us consider a multi-national corporation having revenues in the future in
a foreign currency at a specific date. The company would like to have the
possibility of choosing between Dollars and the foreign currency, depending
on the value of the exchange rate. This problem could be treated as a se-
quential decision problem. Klaassen-Shapiro and Spitz [1990] have presented
a stochastic programming method where the probabilistic tree contains dif-
ferent states in which the value of the exchange rate between the dollar and
the foreign currency is chosen. They choose dollar revenue targets for each
terminal node and determine the option price so as to minimize the expected
discounted cost of meeting these revenue targets.
The options considered on the foreign exchange are European, which
means that they could not be exercised before the expiration day. The the-
ory to be used is the one developed by Black and Scholes [1973] for options
on stocks, which we shall call standard options in opposition to options on
foreign currency.
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In their paper Biger and Hull [1983], give the price of an European call
option c, at a given time t between the present time and the expiration date
T, by the standard Black and Scholes formula, namely;
c = Se-FCiT (ln(S/E) + [(USi- FCi + (V 2/2)]T
-Ee-USiTA((ln(S/E) + [(USi - FCi - (V2/2)]T
where S represents the domestic currency price of a unit of foreign ex-
change at time t, E is the currency exercise price of an option on foreign
currency, A the cumulative normal distribution function with zero mean
and unit variance, USi, FCi the domestic and foreign interest rates, and V
the volatility of the exchange rate's Brownian Motion.
Then they develop their sequential decision model for selecting the right
currency options. For each possible value of the exchange rate the model
selects an options strategy maximizing the level of dollar revenues resulting
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from the exchange of a given fied amount of foreign currency.
Finally, they construct their stochastic system describing the evolution of the
exchange rate over which the decision model is developed.
The exercise price E is of course fixed and chosen by the decision maker,
and so are the expiration time T and the exchange rate volatility V. But
the issue is the choice of the domestic and foreign interest rates USi and
FCi . In the paper by Klaassen-Shapiro-Spitz, the domestic interest rate
USi is chosen to be fixed and the foreign interest rate is evaluated by this
quantity and the exchange rate, based on the assumption of no arbitrage
which implies:
St,(1 + FCito) = (1 + USit,)[St+1,'] (2)
where t represents the stage and s a possible scenario in this stage,and £
is the expectation upon all possible scenarios. This equation has a financial
interpretation: a unit of domestic currency that is exchanged immediately
and then invested for one period yields the same return as a unit of domestic
currency that is invested for one period and then exchanged; so that there is
no riskless profit. In the following discussion, S follows a discrete Brownian
Motion i.e a binary (or tertiary ) random walk.
The drawback of this method is the unrealistic assumption that USi is
considered fixed, which is not the real case. In this paper, we allow USi to
vary and consider two distinct (however not uncorrelated) stochastic proce-
cesses corresponding to the two interest rates and then obtain a new Black-
Scholes formula. The following step is to use an explicit finite difference
method to obtain the discrete decision tree.
1.2 A Black and Scholes formula with Varying Inter-
est Rates
The idea of using time varying interest rates has already been used in Heath-
Jarrow-Morton [1987], and in Grabbe [1983]. In this paper we use Grabbe's
technique in order to derive a new Black-Scholes formula and later, to state
the partial derivative equations characterizing the price of a call option.
Grabbe develops a pricing relationship both for American and European
call options on foreign currency. We shall concentrate our discussion upon
the latter. Indeed unlike European call options, American call options do
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not satisfy an equation, but they do satisfy a number of inequalities.
What is more, as we shall see later, American put options are not related
to call options through a parity equality, but again through an inequality.
This fact is true even for standard options and has been developed in Cox-
Rubinstein [1985].
Our development is based on Grabbe's notation: As before, S(t) will be
the spot domestic currency price of a unit of foreign exchange at time t, c(t)
is the domestic currency price at time t of an European call option written on
one unit of foreign exchange, X is the domestic currency exercise price of an
option on foreign currency, and finally, B(t, T) and B*(t, T) are the domestic
and foreign currency prices, respectively, of a pure discount bond which pays
one unit of the corresponding currency at time t + T. These latter quantities
are:
B(t, T)= e-USiT (3)
B*(t,T) = e- FCiT (4)
But again, we no longer consider these interest rates as fixed anymore. There-
fore, we consider three Brownian motions, namely S(t), B(t), and B*(t);
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dS
s = (t)dt + os(t)dx (5)
dB
B = B(tT)dt± B(t, T)dz (6)
dB*
B* = B.(t, T)dt + B*(t, T)dy (7)B (
where dx, dy, dz are geometrical Brownian motions, ji corresponds to the
mean value and to the standard deviation of each process.
What is more, these Brownian motions are correlated and have the following
correlation coefficients: PSB, PSB*, PBB* · It is more convenient to use two
random processes B(t) and
G(t) = SB*(t)
and G(t) will satisfy
dG
= tLG(t, T)dt + Oa(t, T)dw (8)G
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IG = S + ABE + PSB SB
oaGdw = asdx + oaBdy
and we shall have one correlation coefficient PGB.
According to Grabbe, an European call option will have to satisfy bound-
ary conditions that we do not discuss here, since it is not relevant to our
problem. However it is important to underline again the fact that American
call options satisfy a particular differential inequality , and have boundary
conditions to verify.
Now, using Ito's lemma we find:
dc = O-dG + i dB + dT- rdT (9)OG 0B OT 2
dT = -dt
r = 02CG G22 + 2GOB GBpGBGB + 2B 2B2
OG2 G 0B2
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Using a non arbitrage principle Grabbe shows that the equation (9) is
equivalent to the equation
1c 1
=t 2r (10)Ot 2
Finally, using this equation and the boundary conditions for an European call
option, and considering CONSTANT volatilities and a CONSTANT correla-
tion coefficient we have the Black Scholes formula:
c(t) = S(t)B*(t, T)hA(di) - XB(t, T)NA(d2) (11)
where again K/ is the cumulative normal distribution with mean zero and
variance one, and
ln(G/XB) + 2 Td = ,
d2= dl - a
02 = G Y+ oB-2PGBGOB
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the last equation is a simplified version of the general case in Grabbe's paper
where volatilities and the correlation coefficient are time dependent.
Therefore while in the constant interest case we had to choose a fixed
V and a fixed USi, here we choose aB, aG, PGB and we use two stochastic
processes G and B instead of one in the previous case. Needless to say, the
time varying interest rate case is a generalization of the constant interest
case and if we choose B and B* as constant, we would have the same Black
Scholes formula and a = as = V.
1.3 Application of the Explicit Finite Difference Method
This section will use the explicit finite difference method technique as devel-
oped in Hull-White [1990].
First we shall explain the meaning of the word explicit. Indeed there are
two ways of implementing the finite difference approach. The explicit finite
difference method, relates the value of the derivative security at time t to
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other alternative values at time t + At. The implicit finite difference method,
relates the value of the derivative security at time t + At to other alternative
values at time t. Both these methods are equivalent to multinomial lattice
approaches, but for the implicit method, in the limit, the underlying variable
can move from its value at time t to an infinity of possible values at time
t + At. Brennan and Schwartz [1978] proved these two points thoroughly.
Note that the Lattice approach, which corresponds to starting with a
discrete tree, is another popular procedure for valuing options. This method
has been developed by Cox, Ross, Rubinstein [1979]. There is an interest-
ing comparaison between lattice and finite difference approaches. It can be
proved (cfGeske and Shastri [1985]) that the explicit finite difference method,
with logarithmic transformations, is the most efficient approach when large
numbers of stock options are being evaluated.
One of the principal advantages of the explicit finite difference method
is that it is computationally much simpler than the implicit method since it
does not require the inversion of matrices. It is conceptionally simpler since
it is much more closely related to the lattice approach and finally it requires
14
fewer boundary conditions than the implicit method.
Hull and White illustrate the method by valuing bonds and bond options
when interest rates are described by the Cox, Ingersoll, Ross model. They
consider a derivative security with price f that depends on a single stochastic
variable and the stochastic equation followed by is:
de = L(O, t)Odt + u(, t)Odz
where dz is a Wiener process. They call A the market price of risk of 
and use a proof by Garman [1976] to show that f must satisfy the differential
equation:
af af 1 0 af = rf
+ ( - )+ 82 f -
at a 2 de0
where r is the risk free interest rate. Then using the same kind of approx-
imation that we are going to use in our case, they end up with a trinomial
lattice. But in their case, not including the time variable, there is only one
variable, namely ; while in our case, as we will see we shall have two differ-
ent discrete variables.
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Hull and White also suggest using In 0 rather than as the underlying
variable when the finite difference method is applied. We shall use the same
transformation in our variables. As they say this transformation is convenient
since when o, the volatility is constant the instanteneous standard deviation
of In 0 is constant. Thus, the standard deviation of changes in In 0 in a time
interval At is independent of 0 and t. Finally, Hull and White suggest that in
case of dealing with two variables (which is our case), we transform them to
two uncorrelated variables. In order to eliminate the correlation they suggest
a rotation in our coordinates. This is indeed what we are going to do.
As we said in the previous section, we use two random processes B and
G. Their volatilities are not constant but rather proportionnal to them, and
in order to obtain random processes with constant volatilities we are going
to use:
G=lnG (12)
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B = n B
and the stochastic processes B and G do have constant variances, more pre-
cisely we have:
dG = titdt + a-odw
dB = padt + adz
(14)
(15)
and what is more
a = G = constant
a = B = constant
Note that there is an easy financial interpretation of these processe: B is
simply -T x USi , and G is -T x FCi + In S, where In S can be seen as the
instantaneous return rate of S the exchange rate.
17
(13)
Now having two constant-variance processes, the next step will be to elim-
inate the linear dependence between them, in other words using a technique
suggested by Hull and White, we are going to obtain two UNCORRELA TED
processes. This can be done by a rotation of our variables; more precisely:
= BG+UGB
= BG - GB
(16)
(17)
and as we said 4I and T will be uncorrelated.
What is more
A0 = BOG(2(1 + pGB))2
0J = OTBG(2(1 - PGB)2
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Of course it is possible to invert the linear transformation we have used,
to obtain G and B as functions of {} and A:
2aB
2aG
and obviously B = exp(B) and G = exp(G). So given the values of 4
and A, we can obtain G and B easily.
Note that unlike B and G, there is no obvious financial interpretation for J
and A. The best we can say is that they are two uncorrelated linear combina-
tions of the domestic interest rate, the foreign interest rate and the logarithm
of the exchange rate.
Now having these two constant-variance and uncorrelated stochastic pro-
cesses, we are going to use them in the differential equation (10) and using
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Oc =Oc O
dG 04e OG
and
_ O'B
G
aB
G
we shall have
OC =iOB OC
cOG G AT
+C
+~-~)
and similarly
OC oG Oc sc
oB B (y o I
Repeating the same operation, we will find the two second order deriva-
tives and the second order cross derivative and finally:
aG2
2C.
+OT
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19C OT
OT OGG
2ci B2eo will be exactly the same except for a minus sign before the
cross derivative term, therfore the sum of the two expressions above will not
contain any cross derivative term, and finally
G 0 2C 2 2 (0 2 c 0 2 c
ogaB ( w 2 nber
Now using all these expressions in equation (10) we can observe that no
cross derivative will remain in the equation, which is logical since 4· and X
are uncorrelated; the equation obtained is
ac 2 2 [(l a 2c°2 c
= - GQ[(1 + PGB) 2 + (1 - PGB) 2 ] (18)
So we have our new differential equation with variables Q4 and 9.
Now we are prepared to use Hull and White's explicit finite difference
method. In order to do this, we shall define three discrete variables:
t = to + iAt (19)
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Pj = 4o + jA
where to is the initial time, o is the initial value of the variable b and the
same for Io. Note that the three integers i, j, and k vary independently and
for a given stage i any value of O and T are possible. Once again our two
random processes are linearly independent and therefore could vary indepen-
dently from one another.
Now the discretization will give us, calling c(i, j, k) the price of our call
option for t = t, = j and 9 = k;
02C C(i,j + 1, k) + c(i,j - 1, k) - 2c(i,j,k)
~2 - 2A(2
92c c(i, j,k + 1) + c(i, j,k - 1) - 2c(i, j, k)
&t2 - 2A'12
ac c(i, j,k) - (i- 1,j,k)
t- At
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Now we use these discretized values in our continuous equation (18) and
we obtain the new Discrete equation:
c(i- 1,j, k) = a(j, k)c(i,j,k) + a(j + 1,k)c(i,j + 1, k) + a(j - 1, k)c(i,j -1, k)
+ a(j,k + 1)c(i, j, k + 1) + a(j, k - 1)c(i, j, k - 1) (20)
with
a(j, k) = 1- Ato2 G l+PGBG A(1 2
1- PGB
+ 2ia2
a(j + 1, k) = a(j - 1,k) =
a(j,k + 1) = a(j,k - 1) =
at2 2 1 + PGB
G 2A P 2
Moreover,
a(j, k) + a(j + 1, k) + a(j - 1, k) + a(j, k + 1) + a(j,k - 1) = 1
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so a(j, k)'s could be considered as Transition Probabilities in time from i - 1
to i . Note that these transition probabilities do not depend on the stage,
so we have a stationary system. Consequently, we have one horizontal tran-
sition probability, namely a(i,j), an upward transition probability for :
a(j + 1, k) etc ... But the computation of c(i,j, k) is done backward in time
by computing its expectation on every possible state at the following stage.
Note that normally each of the processes X and T corresponding to a tri-
nomial decision tree, we should have expected a 9-ary tree ie the cartesian
product of two trinomial trees. However, here we have a 5-ary tree, which
diminishes the computations considerably. This is due to the fact that 
and T being uncorrelated, their variations are decoupled, which means that
when ci varies upward or downward, T does not vary, and vice versa.
What is more, since for each process the upward transition probability is
equal to the downward transition probability, we can put them together:
c(i- 1, j,k) = a(j, k)c(i, j, k) + a(j',k)c(i, j',k) + a(j, k')c(i,j, k') (21)
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with j' E {j + 1,j- 1} and k' E {k + 1,k- 1}
and
a(j', k) = 2a(j + 1, k) = 2a(j - 1, k)
a(j, k') = 2a(j, k + 1) = 2a(j, k - 1)
so
a(j, k) + a(j', k) + a(j, k') = 1
So with these notations we shall have a trinomial decicion tree, which, once
again reduces the number of computations to calculate the expectation enor-
mously.
However, doing this, we shall lose the information concerning the direction
(upward or downward) of our transition. So depending on the number of
stages we can choose to use the more precise but more complex 5-ary tree or
the less precise but easier trinomial tree.
In our implementation section we shall keep both upward and downward
transitions, but we shall choose our parameters such that the horizontal
25
transition will have a zero probability so that we shall have only 4 branches.
1.4 Conclusion
We have developed first a continuous and then a discrete model for the eval-
uation of the prices of call options on currencies with time varying interest
rates. It is important to note that the discrete model did not come first as
for example in Cox-Rubinstein [1985], but it was rather obtained artificially,
by discretizing the continuous differential equation.
The other important fact to underline is that in order to have our tran-
sition probabilities, we have to choose our time and processes variation in-
tervals, but also choose two volatilities and a correlation coefficient. These
three last quantities could be estimated by identification with real data.
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2 Implementation
2.1 The Parameters
As we saw previously, we have a decision tree that can be made 4-ary by
choosing convenient parameters. More precisely we would like to set the
horizontal transition probability to zero. This latter is equal to:
a(j,k) = 1 - AtBrG[ +±cs 
The best would be therefore to choose our stochastic as well as the finan-
cial parameters and then deduce the time interval. Once these parameters
determined all transition probabilities will be fixed. But practically, the pro-
gram user does not have access to the abstract parameters as 0, o, or
AT. Consequently, it is more logical to let the user choose the real financial
parameters as the initial (present) exchange rate So, the present domestic
interest rate Bo0, the present foreign interest rate Bo* and also three variation
steps AS, AB and AB*.
Once these choices are done, the program can evaluate the abstract pa-
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rameters by using the relations:
o = OB ln(Go) + mc ln(Bo)
To = aBln(Go) - aGln(Bo)
The equations written above are ezact but in order to estimate A4 and
AT an approximation must be made, namely, we suppose that the exchange
rate and the foreign interest rate make no brutal variations from their present
value so that AG = A(SB*) ~ ASB* + AB*So. What is more we can also
use the linear approximation Aln(x) ~ . which will give us the following
relations:
ASB + AB*So ABAs _~UB s+ BO B
ASBo* + AB*So AB
So B* B
Now, having our parameters, the decision tree can be constructed. The
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backward induction relation is completely known and creates no difficulty
but there remains though the determination of the final (Boundary) values.
Let us suppose that we have determined the final values of 4t and , that
is to say their values on the expiration day. How could we deduce the value
of our call option? For this, we should first determine the value of S, the
exchange rate on the expiration day, and then deduce the value of the call by
using the well known relation c = max(0, S-K) where K is the striking price.
But the determination of the final value of S, having the final values of
4t and T is not obvious. Indeed we can easily have the final values for G and
B using:
G = ep( + )2oB
B = exp( )
but again since G = SB*, how could we deduce S? One idea is to use
the no arbitrage relation at the expiration date, which means: (1 + B)ST =
ST+1 (1 + B*) but we do not have access to the value of S at T + 1 so we could
take the expectation or suppose that after the expiration date the value of S
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will not change and approximately ST = ST+1.
Finally, we could also let the user choose, not the Bond Values B and B*
used in Grabbe's paper, but the real initial interest values US and FC as
was done in the paper Klaassen-Shapiro-Spitz. In this case we shall have
Bo = exp(-TUSo)
and
B* = exp(-TFCo)
and again with an approximation on little variations:
dB = -TdUSexp(-TUSo)
and
dB* = -TdFCexp(-TFCo)
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2.2 The Decision Tree
As we have already said, we have a 4-ary tree. We must identify each node
by labeling it. For this purpose we shall choose the follwing convention. The
first node corresponding at the present time t = 1 will be numerated 0. For
this node the time i is also equal to zero and our two variables and , take
their initial values 4o0 and 0o. This means that by writing for each node
q = slo + jM\
and
= + kAx
each node will correspond to a non unique value of the pair (j, k). Obviously,
the first node possesses a pair (j, c) = (0, 0).
Now, the question is to what pair each node at time i corresponds?
First it is clear that at time i, we have 4i nodes. If we substract the sum
4 0+41+ 4 2+...+ 4 i-1 of the number affected with our convention to each node,
the numbers of the nodes will belong to the interval {0, 1, 2, ..., 4i - 1}. The
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sons of the node (j, k) are RESPECTIVELY (j + 1, k), (j - 1, k), (j, k + 1),
(j,k-1).
Let us suppose that the number of the nodes having the value (j, k) is n
and let us call h = n - (40 +... + 4i-1) (of course for i = 1 we have h = n- 1);
It is easy to write h {o0, ... ,4 i1 - 1 in the basis of Four. In other words
we divide h by 4 and take the quotient and again we devide the latter by
four, until the quotient is inferior to 4, and then taking the remainders of
the divisions, as well as the last quotient, we shall have an expression of the
form
h = hi_24i- 2 + ... + ho4
Note that with our conventions at stage one i = 0 and thus at stage T
we shall have i = T - 1. Now, the first son of the node of number h will
have a number h' such that the coefficients of the number h in the 4 basis
are shifted to left and the last coefficient is pl = 0. The same statement is
valid for the second son with p2 = 1, third p3 = 2 and fourth p4 = 3. So
h' = hi_24i - + +... p40
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Now we would like to find the real number of the node first son of n; So we
add again 40 + ... + 4 i -1 with i' = i + 1, to h' and the node number n' will
be obtained. But then
n' = h'+40°+...+4i = 4h+pl+40 +...+4i = 4(n-[4°+...+4i-'])+p+4°+...+4'
and an obvious simplification will give
n' = 4n + + 40 = 4n + 1
and in the same way the second son will have the node number 4n + 2 and
the third 4n + 3 and the fourth 4n + 4.
So to sum up our reasoning, if a node of value (j, k) at time i has a node
number of n, then its sons of value (j + 1, k), (j - 1, k), (j, k + 1), (j, k - 1),
at time i + 1 will correspond respectively to the node number 4n + 1, 4n + 2,
4n +3, and 4n + 4.
What is more, we saw that the first two sons are related to a transition
probability p, and the two others to another probability q = 1 - p. We can
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thus write our Backward Induction relation on the tree as following:
ci(j, k) = p(ci+l(j + 1, k) + ci+l(j - 1, k)) + q(ci+l(j, k + 1) + ci+1(j, k - 1))
or in a much simpler way:
c(n) = p(c(4n + 1) + c(4n + 2)) + q(c(4n + 3) + c(4n + 4))
with n E 0,..., 40 + ... + 4T - 1
duction relation is very easy.
number of the nodes so we can
use pointers as it was the case
[1993].
- 1}. So now the implementation of the In-
What is more, given T, we know the exact
use an array structure and we do not need to
in Klaassen's program on Ho and Lee model
There remains one major difficulty though, and that is the determination
of the final values or the boundary conditions on the Expiration day and this
is what we are going to develop in the next section.
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2.3 Boundary Values
Having chosen T, as we saw we shall have 4 T-1 final nodes. Each node will
have a number n and a value (j, k). The question is then: How to find (j, k),
knowing n. Indeed, once we have (j, k), it is possible to find the final val-
ues of ~4 and T and then S and finally c for each node n on the expiration day.
Let us take a node n E {4 0 + ... + 4T- 2 , ..., 40 + ... + 4T - 2 + 4T-1 _ 1}. As
in the previous section we shall call h = n - (40 + ... + 4 T - 2 ) and therefore
h E {0, ... , 4 T- 1 _ 1}. Having the value of h for a given node, once again,
we shall write it in the four basis; more precisely we shall take h devide it
by 4 and take the resulting quotient and again... until the quotient becomes
inferior to 4. Then we take each remainder of devision and the last quotient
and check if it is equal to 0, 1, 2, or 3?
We set j and k equal to zero. Each time the answer to the question above
is 0 we increase j by one unit, if it is 1 we decrease j by one unit, if it is 2 we
increase k by one unit and if it is 3 we decrease k by one unit. There remains
though, the problem of the "first" nodes of the expiration day. Indeed, let
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us assume T = 3 for the first four nodes h = 0,1, 2, 3 and there is no division
to be made and thus we have to do a treatment on it, exactly as we did for
the last quotient AND increase j once more. For example for h = 0 we do
not have j = 1 but j = 2 ! Similarly if T = 4 we will have to increase j twice
more for h = 0, 1,2, 3 and once more for h E {5,..., 15}.
It is possible to generalize this process and do the following statement:
For h = 0 we shall do j := j + T - 2 and for each m from 2 to T - 1,
if h E 4 T -m -1, . . ., 4 T-m _ 1} then j := j + m - 1. And thus this special
treatment will finish our evaluation of the vales of the nodes on the expiration
day.
Note that this process is valid for any expiration stage T superior to one as
long as the computer capacity is not depassed.
2.4 Computational Experience
Now, we can run the program with given values for different stochastic and
financial parameters, and then compare results between different choices of
parameters. The main result is of course the present price of the call option.
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That is c[0O].
What would be still more relevant would be, instead of taking fixed parame-
ters, varying a parameter in a reasonable interval. Then to save the data in
a file and use Matlab software to plot the curve representing the price of the
call option as a function of this parameter.
The famous curve of the Call Option Price c as a function of S the "under-
lying Security", or more precisely, here, the Exchange Rate, has the expected
form. This demonstrates the consistency of our model.
Now, having this curve (S, c) we could change other parameters and observe
their influence on our function. Since we have done a little variation hypoth-
esis, we shall take each variational interval AS, AUS and AFC equal to ten
percent of the initial value So, USo, FCo. Consequently, the parameters to
change are on the one hand the stochastic parameters, namely aB, c"G and
PGB; and on the other hand the financial parameters So, USo and FCo. It is
also possible to study the influence of time to expiration T on the curve.
In reality all these influences are forseeable. We could easily find in finan-
cial literature on options the variation direction of the call option price, in
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case of an increase of each of the parameters stated above. See for example
Cox-Rubinstein [1985]. Indeed, we know that an augmentation in the time
until expiration, or equivalently, an increase in the expiration stage T itself,
causes the call option price to increase as well, which must be shown in our
curve. We shall see that in reality the dependence upon T is more compli-
cated. An increase in the domestic interest rate should raise the call price,
which is actually the case in our model. An augmentation in the volatility
increases the call price as well.
What would also be interesting to do, is to use some real data taken for
example in the Klaassen-Shapiro-Spitz paper and observe the results. We
could take: K = 0.5 and S varying in an interval surrounding this value.
since the "composed" volatility V has a value of approximately 0.11 and
since we have
V 2 = og + OG + 2PGBYBOG
taking PGB approximately equal to 0.5, we shall take
V0 G = O'B = X
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which means a value close to 0.06; As for the initial interest rates we will see
that their value could vary and this variation has a great influence on the
dependence on other parameters.
The fact is that in a simple interest rate model, the expiration date T
has only a positive effect on the value of the call option, since the more time
available, the more the interest on the Striking price is important and con-
sequently, the more the Call option is valuable. But here, we have TWO
interest rates, now if the value of the domestic interest rate is superior to the
value of the Foreign interest rate, then the dependence on T will be positive
and otherwise this dependence will be reversed. The extreme case will be
that of a domestic initial interest rate USo equal to the initial foreign interest
rate FCo; here due to the symmetry of the problem, T will have no influence
on the call price and we shall have the same curve for T = 3 and T = 5.
The financial interpretation of this result is clear: Having the same do-
mestic and foreign interest rate, no matter how far the expiration date is,
the call option will have the same value max(S - K, 0). This is at least true
as long as both interest rates have the same volatility. Now what if USo is
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initially equal to FCo, but has a larger volatility? It is clear that a higher
volatility has an increasing effect on the call option price. But, the results
show that this augmentation affects both curves T = 3 and T = 5 and again
there is no sensible positive effect due to T. This is due to the rotation of B
and SB*, providing our two abstract variables 4P and P.
The increase of c due to the volatility, is much more visible with cOG than
0rB, which is understandable since we have G = SB* and S represents the
underlying security that is to say the main variable of the function c.
The break point of the (S, c) curve is S = K if USo = FCo, is higher than K
if USo < FCo and lower than K otherwise. Again, this result is consistent.
In the simple interest rate case, as for instance in Cox-Rubinstein [1985],
the break point is always situated before the value of K since of course the
domestic interest rate is positive and the foreign interest rate could be taken
equal to zero.
The financial interpretation is the following: Suppose we are in the sim-
ple interest rate case. On the expiration day we have c = max(O, S - K)
which is represented in the (S, c) plane by a collection of straight lines with
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a break point situated exactly at S = K. Now, if we are T stages before the
expiration day, the value of c will be higher for TWO reasons. First because
of the direct effect due to the longer time and therefore higher probability of
a change in the value of S, and second due to the interest rate on the value of
the striking price that we keep until the expiration day. So these two effects
reinforce one another.
In our case, we have two interest rates working in opposite ways: The
US interest rate is the classical interest rate and it acts exactly as in a single
interest rate case. So the expiration time will have a positive effect on c as
long as the domestic interest rate is dominant. Indeed it is advantageous
to hold the amount of the striking price in Dollars if the interest rate on
Dollar is more favorable. So this fact explains both the positive effect of the
value of T on c, and the location of the break point of the (S, c) curve before
the value S = K. The argument will be completely reversed if the Foreign
interest rate becomes dominant. This latter situation does not exist in the
simple interest rate case.
Other quantities of interest are the sensitivities of the Call as functions
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of the underlying security. The first sensitivity to be taken into account is
a approximated by the absolute value of c[1][2] The curve has the same
form as a ao curve in a standard case. It is a non decreasing function with
a change in its convexity near S = K.
The form of the curve is not different for oaa; like the previous function it
is a non decreasing function. So in this context 4I and have a symmetric
role.
The quantity called 0 in Cox-Rubinstein [1985], is -a . In our case it could
be approximated by the difference of two different values of Calls having the
same value of (j, k), devided by the time interval separating them. Again the
result is as expected, a maximum exists around the value of the Striking price.
Another way of studying the properties of the Call option is to plot the
curve providing c as a function of other parameters than S. For instance we
could plot c as a function of the volatility cG. The result is a non decreasing
quasi linear function, as in the standard case. But the curve of c as a function
of orB is different. It is a non monotonous function presenting a minimum
at a value a little higher than UG. This behaviour is not surprising. Indeed
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Oa represents the real volatility, that is the volatility directly related to the
underlying security. But aB is the volatility of the domestic interest rate,
which is completely different. However for values superior to 0.07 c is a non
decreasing function of aB.
Now if we plot c as a function of USi we shall have a quasi linear non
decreasing function, once again exactly as in the standard case. Needless to
say c will be a decreasing function of the foreign interest rate. This function
also is quasi linear.
It is also important to study the influence of the correlation between the
two interest rates on the value of c. As we had said before, the influence is
very weak. c is a decreasing function of PGB and its value decreases from
0.14 to 0.10 when PGB varies from zero to one. Here again the curve is nearly
linear.
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2.5 Other Parameters
After having studied the influence of the main parameters on the call option
price, it would be interesting to see how secondary parameters would influ-
ence this value. The well known relation of Put-Call parity should determine
the Put option price without ambiguity:
C = P + S-K-
where K- represents the present value of the striking price. But what is
this present value exactly? If we had only one interest rate r and a time to
expiration t then it would be obviously K- = Kr-t. But here, once again
we have two different interest rates working in opposite ways. Therefore the
present value of the striking price is not necessarily inferior to its absolute
value K. Actually, upon a short reflection, this present value would be
inferior to the absolute value only if the domestic interest rate USi is superior
to the foreign interest rate and more precisely it would be possible to check
that:
K- = K(_)U t
FCj
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which is coherent with our previous conclusions. So having the call option
price, the current underlying security price, the two interest rates and the
striking price, it is possible to deduce the value of the put for an European
option with the same undelying security and striking price.
We shall not discuss Dividends, since here the underlying security is not
a Stock but an Exchange rate; This means that unlike Exchange Traded Op-
tions, these options on Foreign exchange are traded Over The Counter.
An Over the Counter option consists in an agreement between two com-
panies, so there is no intermediate as is the case for the Exchange Traded
Market with the Options Clearing Corporation. This absence of intermediate
increases the risk considerably but also provides much more freedom to the
traders. Indeed in the Over the Counter market there is no standardization
on the expiration date: T in our case is the date of the transaction of the
company and it will be fixed among the parteners.
The same statement stands for the striking price, it could be chosen and
fixed by the companies. Consequently there is more possible profit and ez-
citement in a Over the Counter exchange and also there are less participants
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and competitors in this kind of market comparing to the standard Exchange
Traded Market.
This is why this kind of options were used much later than standardised
options in the Exchange Traded market. The latter is much more secure and
came first and had an educational role for the investors. Once these investors
were used to the options markets, they started to use options in other fields
such as Foreign Currency.
Now how about a parameter such as the Expected rate of growth of the
underlying security? As for the standard options, this parameter character-
izes the connection of S and the rest of the market, and again, as in the
Exchange Traded Options case, this parameter could not have an increasing
influence on the call and a decreasing influence on the put, since we know
according to the Put Call parity relation that, other parameters fixed, an
increase in c will cause an increase in p as well. So even if it is counter in-
tuitive, the expected rate of groth of S has no influence whatsoever on the
value of c.
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Now let us see what advantages options on foreign currency offer compar-
ing to a simple portfolio constructed by purchase of Dollars and the Foreign
Money.
There are of course the classical advantages offered by options in general,
namely the possibility of taking advantage of more attractive transaction
costs, margins and taxes. But there is also the important fact that a call op-
tion on foreign currency offers a hedge against sudden jumps in the value of
the exchange rate. This protection could not be achieved through a stop-loss
ordering on S. (See further)
But once again there is a further complication in our case, due to the fact
that we have two varying interest rates. Indeed if the foreign interest rate is
more advantageous than the domestic interest rate, and if we keep the strik-
ing price in Dollars, we shall lose money! So it would be more advantageous
to exercise the call immediately and have K in foreign currency and take
advantage from the more favorable interest rate.
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To this point we described only European call options, ie options that we
can exercise on the expiration day only. But here, we realize that an Amer-
ican call option could be more advantageous, and unlike the European call
option, the more time to expiration is long, the more the option is valuable.
There is still more: we saw that the correlation between the two interest
rates had a decreasing influence on the value of the call option. Consequently
in the case of two independent interest rates the option has a higher value.
But if the two interest rates are closely related, which is the case among
two partners, the call option is less valuable. However we saw that this in-
fluence due to the correlation is minor comparing to interest rates themselves.
Another question that we could ask is whether it is possible to duplicate
the value of the call option using only the exchange rate and domestic AND
foreign bonds. A very similar question has been studied in Cox-Rubinstein
[1985] about options on stocks.
The answer is therefore available for a stock: namely we have to buy less
than a stock and finance a part of our buying by borrowing money (ie selling
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bonds) and then buy more by borrowing more if the stock price goes up and
sell stock and lend the incoming money if S falls. On the other hand as the
time to expiration approaches zero the slope 08 is closer to one as long as
S > K and closer to zero otherwise.
How about our case? Buying a stock makes sense of course but what does
it mean to buy an exchange rate? and in which currency should we borrow
or lend? how about the influence of the expiration time on our policy?
In order to duplicate a call option on foreign exchange, we shall do the
following: we buy an amount of foreign currency inferior to one by financing
our purchase partly by borrowing Dollars. Therefore the Value of our port-
folio increases with the value of the exhange rate or equivalently the value
of foreign currency if Dollar is considered as fixed. Now we would like that
the Slope of our portfolio increases as well with S. To have this property we
should buy more foreign currency by borrowig more Dollars as the value of
the exchange rate goes up and vice versa.
As for the influence of t, time to expiration on our strategy, it totally de-
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pends on the comparative values of the domestic and foreign interest rates: if
USi > FCi then our strategy will be similar to the case of options on stocks
otherwise we shall do the contrary.
Of course the same kind of danger (as in the case of stocks) exists in our
case, that is the danger of a jump in the exchange rate: if the value of S falls
so fast that we can not react to it, we shall lose a lot of money in foreign
currency and we will not be able to compensate our borrowing in Dollars.
So there is a tracking error: it is not possible to duplicate the value of the
call using only foreign currency and bonds. Hence the popularity of options
on foreign exchange as we mentioned earlier.
2.6 Sequential Decision System
Now let us remind the fact that in the original paper written by Klaassen-
Shapiro, the main problem was to have a sequential decision system, which
means that we would like to know, for different options with different times
to expiraton AND different striking prices, which one is more valuable, ie
5 &K:
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which one should we choose?
In other words if we have two options, one with a striking price K1 and
the other one with a striking price K2; one with a maturity T1 and the other
one with a maturity T2, which one is worth more?
The easiest way to answer to this question would be to plot the two corre-
sponding curves providing the values of cl and c2 for different present ex-
change rate values, and then to take the present exchange rate value and
compare cl and c2.
Obviously the question becomes interesting only if time to expiration and
striking price act in opposite ways. For example we could consider a call op-
tion with a maturity 4 and a striking price 0.4 and another one with T = 5
and K = 0.3, with the further assumption that USi < FCi.
As we can see on the curves plotted for 0.2 < S < 1, the two call option
functions intersect at S close to 0.72; Consequently if the present value of the
exchange rate is inferior to 0.72, the option with the striking price K = 0.3
is more valuable, and otherwise it is the call with the higher striking price
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which should be preferred.
2.7 An Exact formula
It might seem paradoxical that we should talk about an exact pricing formula;
indeed we originally used Grabbe's exact formula to derive our decision tree.
But Grabbe's generalized Black-Scholes formula is a Continuous formula and
what is more we used his differential equation to construct our tree. So the
idea of using this tree in order to have an exact discrete formula is a natural
idea. It is the same idea that pushed Prof. Sharpe to redemonstrate Black
Scholes formula in a much simpler way than the way Black and Scholes did
it themselves.
So let us consider the following problem: We have our 4-ary tree with
upward and downward transitions for the two parameters and A. What
is more, the upward and downward transitions are symmetric so an upward
transition followed by a downward transition is equivalent to a horizontal
transition.
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So we could take the following notation:
-(j) = o + jar
T(k) = 0 + kAIF
where 4o, TO, AM and AT are determined as we already explained.
On the other hand with our previos approximations we can write on the
expiration day:
S(j,k) = exp( (j) + T(k)
2aB
G) - k)
2-G
and finally as we know the price of the call option on the expiration day is:
Cf(j, k) = maz(0, S(j, k)- K)
Now how could we have the present value of the call price as a function
of these cf(j, k)'s? To answer to this question we could observe the binary
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tree. Indeed what we have here is the cartesian product of two binary trees.
In the binary case we use a Newton formula (pa + qb)n where a represents
an upward transition, b a downward transition, n the number of stages, p
the probability of an upward transition and q the probability of a downward
transition, with p + q = 1.
If, as it is our case, the upward and downward transitions are symmetric
we can write b = a. So the present value of the call, in the binary case will
be:
nC (p ) = E Cpk n-ka2k-n
a = p q
k=O
where Ck is the binomial coefficient f(n-k)!k!
Now our case is very similar to this one, save for the number of possible
transactions. We could call a the event of an upward transaction for ( or
equivalently j, and therefore the symmetric downward transition. In the
same way b and will be the upward and downward transitions for or
equivalently k. The corresponding probability of the two first events is p and
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the probability of the two last events is q, so that 2p + 2q = 1. With these
notations we shall have:
c = (pa + P + qb + q)n
a b
if we call rl, r 2, r3 and r4 for integers between 0 and n we have the following
Newton expansion:
E r! prl+r2 q +4cf(ri - r2, r3 - r4)
r.l+r 2+r3+r4=n rl!r2!r3
This is our discrete exact pricing formula . Note that this equation provides
a link between the Newton's cofficients and j and k since:
j = rl - r2
and
k = r3 - r4
Logically, if we take our discrete relation and use a passage to limit, we shall
find the same continous generalized Black Scholes formula as the one in the
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c =
first section.
2.8 Implied Volatility
One of the most critical issues in the determination of the prices of call op-
tions is the stock volatility. The first idea we had while writing this thesis
was to take a reasonable value for the volatility (and the correlation coeffi-
cient!) and then to compute the value of the call option and compare this
value with the real value available in the market and see if there was any
opportunity to make money.
But once again, this will not solve the main problem of volatility. So the
subsequent idea is to solve the reverse problem. In other words we could take
the real value of the call option and plug it in the model and then we could de-
duce the value of our volatility. But then again, we have TWO volatilities B
and orG plus a correlation coefficient PGB. However it is reasonable to choose
a fixed value for B and PGB, since the variations of the interest rates are of
secondary importance comparing to the variations of the exchange rate itself.
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The parameter to be evaluated is therefore aG with G = SB*. The
method to be used is Dichotomy, since the "function" c(0G) has a very com-
plicated expression and is hard to invert. In other words, since we know that
c increases with 0rG, after having taken Ceal the real market value of the call
option, if for a given G, we have c > C,eal we shall decrease the value of the
volatility and vice versa.
But upon reflection, this method is not necessary! Indeed a Graphic method
will be enough for our purpose. We could take the curve of c as a function
of aG, other parameters fixed and then take Creal on the vertical axis and
deduce directly the implied value of JG.
3 Conclusion
Two main ideas are to be found in this thesis: First, the generalization of the
Black-Scholes formula in the case of varying interest rates as suggested by
Grabbe and then, the discretization of this formula and its implementation
on computer. Once the computional experience was carried out, we checked
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the consistency of the corresponding results. Note that the discretization was
necessary to form a decision tree allowing an evaluation of different strategies.
We started this thesis with the idea of generalizing the Black Scholes for-
mula on Foreign Currency to the case of stochastic interest rates. But at the
end of the thesis we saw that this method could be used in another way: a
tool to evaluate different parameters (stochastic or financial) given the real
call price. In particular, we can compute the implied volatility.
Consequently, further research could be carried out in this field, specially
for the evaluation and the Identification of the volatility using "suitable"
data.
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